
Asia

Why did the Nuclear bomb at 
Hiroshima happen?

A set of notes that explains the 
reasons why it happened.

Silent Study Starter:
Read the information on your ‘what 
happened’ worksheet. Make a mind 
map of at least 3 key pieces of 
information from the sheet and this 
slide

Are you 
points 
ready?



Where is Hiroshima?

1. Identify where 
Hiroshima is on a 
map.

2. Watch the video 
Write down a 
heading ‘Impacts 
of the Hiroshima 
attack’ and take 
at least three 
notes.

3. Use the reading 
sheet to find out 
more impacts.



Continue to add notes on the 
impacts of the bomb

What can you see? 

What happened?

The destruction at the epicentre was almost total.

Up to 8.7km from the epicentre most residential buildings 
collapsed and were destroyed

At 4.5km out from the epicentre the heat was 
still great enough to melt metal.

Near the epicentre some victims were vaporized leaving these 
‘shadows’ behind.



• There are four main character cards: Herbert Hoover, Colonel Paul Tibbets, Akihiri
Takahashi and Hisatsune Sakomizu. 

• Read your character card. What are the arguments for the bomb being dropped? 

• Find someone who has a card that is different to yours and note down what the 
arguments are for or against dropping the bomb

Now use your 
notes to have a 
debate 

Motion: ‘the 
Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki attacks  
were necessary’ 



Writing task

Use your notes or the background reading sheet to help you

Either write a diary extract from the perspective of a Japanese citizen 
that describes the Hiroshima bombing. 

AND/OR write an explanation of reasons why the USA dropped the 
bomb

AND/OR write an discussion that explains reasons why the USA should 
and shouldn’t have dropped the bomb.



Plenary: 
Editing. 

• Carefully proof read your work and check you 
have used capital letters accurately. 

• For ALL of your capital letters put a box around 
them. 

• This includes any capital letters that you have 
missed. 

• Do not correct your work, only put the box 
around them.

Words we have used today 
that definitely need capital 
letters are: 

• Japan

Capital Checklist

Capital letters are needed: 

✓At the start of sentences.

✓For names. 

✓For places. 

✓Every time you write ‘I’ (as in I 
am). 



Additional Silent Study Starter

Use a mini-white board to draw one of the key facts we learned in last 
lesson. 


